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A LABORATORY COURSE IN PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY. 

BY EDMUND a. SANFORD. 

(Ftfth Paper.) 

TEE VISUAL PE RCEPTION OF SPACE. 

It is upon this field more than any other in physiological psy- 
chology, unless it be that of the psycho-physic law, that discussion 
has been most protracted and the accumulation of evidence 
most imposing. A complete treatment of the question involve# 
arguments from surgery, pathology and other sources qliite out^ 
side the possibilities of the laboratory. And even then, it is diffl- 
cult, if not impossible to establish one theory surely as against all 
others. Apart from tie question of original sensations, however, 
there is a certain degree of harmony among investigators, and it is 
the commonly accepted e2rperimental facts that this section of the 
Laboratory aourse aims to gather up. The discussion of the 
ultimate matters may be followed in the works of Helmholtz, 
Hering, Stumpf, James, Wundt, and others. For the facts 
of #patial vision in general, see the works of Helmholtz, Hering, 
Aubert, Wundt, James andLe Oonte. For s}?ecialfacts, specialrefer- 
ences will bs given below. The subject is also more or less fully 
treated in the standard physiologies, Bernstein's Five Senses, Mc- 
iEendrick and 03nodgrass's Physiology of the 23enses, and other books 
of the same kind. 

The ordinary seeing of space in its various aspects of distance 
direction and size, rests on the retinal and kinesthetic sensations 
of both eyes. And in every normal act of vision all of these sensa- 
tions are either present themselves or by their reproduced images, 
and this fact must not be forgotten. For the sake of simplicity, 
however, it is necessary to separate the factors more or less com- 
pletely, and to treat now of one and now of another. Those 
phenomena of which the presence of two eyes is an essential con- 
dition form a class by themselves, and will be reserved for a special 
section; the present one will be given to a portion of the facts 
of monocular vision, or rather to some cases in which the 
presence of a second eye is unimportant. 

MONOCULAR PERCEPTION OF SPACE. 
156. The Outward Reference of Visual Perceptions. The out^ 

wardreference of visual perceptions probably comes aboutthrough 
their co-ordination with those of other senses, especially those of 
tactual and kinaesthetic origin, but the matter is too comples for 
direct experiment. It is easy, however, to study the relations of 
the retinal image and the outer objects that produce it, and much 
ha# been written on the outward projection of retinal states. It 
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must, however, be lrept clearly in mind that retinal states M such 
are never perceived, and especially that retinal sensations are nof 
first given a location in the eye, and then at some later stage 
transferred outward. Cdonsidered physically, the retinal image i8 
reversed with reference to the objects that it represents. This hz 
already been seen for the rabbit's eye in Ezc. 99, and for the human 
eye with Purkinje's vessel figures and the phosphenes (Ess. 
107 and 113). It can be shown also in the following experiment 
arith retinal shadows: 

LZ Cat's 0xperiment. Hold a Fin, head upward, as close as 
possible before the pupil, and an luch or two in front of thc pin, a 
cardpiercedwith apin-hole. Move the pin about till it ¢omes 
into exact line with the hole, when there will be seen in the circle 
of diffusion representing the hole a shadowy inverted image of the 
pin-head, somewhat as appears in the accompanying cut. lJhe 
rays of light from the pin-hole are too divergent to be brought to 
a focus on the retina, but enter the eye in a favorable stats for 
casting a shadow. The shadow on the retina is erect like the pin 
that casts it, but is perceived inverted in its outward location. 
Observe at the same time the still more blurred erect image of the 
pin through which the other things are seen. ihis is not a shadow 
but a true retinal image formed in the ordinary way by light 
reflected from the surface of the pin. When several pin-holes are 
used (three at the points of an eighth of an inch triangle, for 
example) an equal number of shadows will be seen. 

The ca#ting of the #hadow can ea#ily be illustrated with a candle, 
a double conve2r lens and a bit of card. Set the lens a foot or two 
from the candle and hold the card too near to the lens for the form- 
ation of an image, then introduce a finger or pencil clo#e before 
the lens on the side toward the light and observe the erect shadow 
on the card. 

Le Conte, B; Wallenberg, I.aqueur.t 

167. Monocular perception of direction; directionsfronltheeye. 
The perception of direction is ordinarily binocular, and the centre 
to which directions are related lies between the eyes, even when 
one is closed. Thi# will be proved in the e2rperiments on binocular 
perception of space. The binocular perception, however, must 
rest on a perception of the relative direction of points in the 
monocular field, and this will be considered in the next few ezcperi- 
ments. 

lSo luminous points appear to haare the same direction when 
one is e2ractly covered by the other or, to state the matter in 
retinal terms, when the image of tiWe one for which the eye is 
accommodated lies in the centre of the circle of diffu#ion of the one 
for which the eye is not accommodated, or if both appear in diSu- 
#ion circle#, when the centres of these circle# coincide. The line# 
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drawn through pOilltS iN this relatioll and prolonged to the retina 
are known as sighting lines ( F"irltnien, I>gnes de vwee), and cross in 
the centre of the pupil, or rather, in the centre of the image of the 
pupil formed by the cornea, about 0.6 mm. forward of the trne 
position of the pupil and 3 mm. from the summit of the cornea. 
These lines might well be called "lines of direction," had not this 
name been already givell to another set of lines, namely those 
which are drawn from the points of external objects to the corre- 
sponding points of their retinal images. These have already been 
mentioned in Exs. 101 and 112, anJ they give with certain limit- 
ations the directions in which objects appear when the eye is 
exactly accommodated for them. Their point of intersection is 
about 7 mm. from the summit of the cornea. They are important 
for optical purposes, but for the general perception of direction are 
less important than the sighting lines though for remote points 
and for points near the fisation point, tie difference# between the 
two sets of lines is very slight. For points remote from the fi2ratio 
point, for reasons to be given ill a later experiment, ntither set 
of lines gives th¢ direction in which objects are seen. 

The position of the crossing point of sighting lines is found by 
inference from the optical structure of the eye. To make a sure 
empirical determination would be laborious, but it is easy, bow- 
ever, to show that the crossing point is considerably in front of the 
centre of rotation of the eye (about 10.6 mm.). Place a candle at 
a distallce of a foot or foot and a-half from the eye. Look toward 
the flame with a single eye, but hold close before the eye a pencil 
or naxrow strip of black cardboard. So long as the eye looks 
straight forward, the flame is entirely hidden by the pencil. When 
however, the eye is turned strongly to either side, the flame 
instantly appears on the side toward which the eye has been 
tllrned. The explanation of this will raadily be seen from the 
following diagrams in which p represents the pencil, f the fiamet 

b ff c 

C 

8 the oentre of si,,hting lines, and r the centre of rotation. The 
lines radiating from s are sighting lines sa being the principle 
one, which is practically coincident with the line of sight. 

Helmholtz, A, F, 69' (539), 745 Z. (584 B.); Aubert, A, 481 (on the sighting lines). 

158. Monocular perception of direction; directions in the field 
of vi8ion. The relative direction of points in the field of visiorx 



cannot be changed, of oourset without changing the direction of 
the points from the eye; it is easier, however, to experiment on 
points in the field. 

a. Lines that appear straight in indirect vision. Lay a large 
sheet of paper on the table anJmark a sation noint in the middle 
of it. 'rwo or three inches to one side of the sation point place 
a button or bit of black papert and, a foot above and below, otherv 
buttons or bits of paper. Then leaning over the table 80 a8 to 
bring the eye above the fisation point try to place the three 
buttons in a straight line, holding the eye steadily upon the 
fisation mar3S. Examination of the buttons when placed will show 
that the middle one is too near the fisation mark, i. e., the attempt 
to make a straight line has resulted in a ourve oonves toward the 
fi2ration mark. Try also with the buttons in a horizontal line. 

b. Actual straight lines in the periphery of the field. If lines 
conves tovward the fisation point appear straight, linesthatare 
actually straight should appear concave. On a large sheet of paper 
draw a pair of parallel lines three or four inches apart and two or 
three feet long. Place a fisation point half way of their length and 
half wyay between them; fasten the paper to the wall or spread it 
on the table, and observe as in a above. 'rry with the lines both 
verti¢al and horizontal and in oblique positions. The same thing in 
part, at least, may be noticed in the double images of a single 
vertical thread seen binocularly. 

In a spherical field of vision, the parallel lines of experiment b 
would be represented by great circles, the horizontal pair for 
e2rample. having their poles at the right and left ends of the 
horizontal asis of the field, their planes making equal angles above 
and below the plane of the horizon.l 

It is obviolls that changes in direction which make straight lines 
appear curved cannot take place without introducing slight errors 
of distance also. The shortest distances for perception are the 
curves which appear straight. 

c. Nature of lines that appear straight in indireotvision. It 
would, of course, be possible by developing the method used in a 
above to make a somewhat ezcact study of the nature of the lines 
that appear straight in indirect vision, but their general nature mas 
be found in another way. In the hemispherical field of regard 
these lines are circles -Helmholtz's Circles tf Dinection. The 
following diagram shows the projection on the visual field of a 
system of these circles of direction. For use the diagram must be 
enlarged five or sis times. It should be viewed with the single eye 
opposite its centre, and at a distance proportionate to the length of 
the short line below the diagram. In order tofisthis distanoe} 
it is convenient to out a small rod of such length, that when the 
eye is at the right distance the rod will just extend from the outer 
edge of the socket of the eye to the diagram. When the head is 
brought into the proper position and the eye is fi2red on the middle of 
the diagram, the lines of the figure will appear approsimately 
straight and parallel. I>y with the diagram in the position shown 
below, and also when tllrned 8o as to make the prino;ple lines 
oblique. Especial care should be taken to avoid movements of the 
eyes} for a new interpretation of the curves is thus introduced, and 
the checker-board seems congave instead of plane. Some dis- 

lIt should not be supposed from this that the na-ive field of vision is hemisphericaL 
It is neithe.r deflnitely hemispherical nor deflnitely anything else, e:teept as it is 
iormed by the conditions and habits of vision. It is spoken of as a plane or as a 
hemisphere for greater ease in exposition. 
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advantages are escaped by fi2rating the centre of the diagram till 
a shazp and strong after-image is secured, and then observing this 
with closed eyes turned toward the sky. 

After getting the general effect, the observer should repeat the 
observation beginning first at a distance (greater than that just used) 
at which the direction of curvature in the lines can easily be 
recognized, and then slowly decreasing the distance till a point is 
reached where the lines seem straight andthe squares equal, and 
still further till the curves appear to bend the other way. Test the 
distance at which the lines seem straight with the little rod men- 
tioned above; it will generally be found to agree approsimately 
with the distance for which the diagram is calculated.l The pro- 
jections of the circles of direction are then the lines that seem 
straight in indirect vision. These circles of direction are lines along 
which the eye (when moving according to Listing's Law) can 
carry a short after-image without causing the image to leave the 
line, in other words they are, for the eye in motion, straight lines - 
and the e2rperionent shows that even when the eye is kept still, its 

lThe agreement is not absolutely perfect, and there are perhaps. in addition 
individual differences depending on the exactness with which the eyes follow 
Listing's Law. Helmholtz finds the curvature of the extreme verticals on the 
temporal side a little too great, and Kuster working by a slightly different method 
appears to have found it too great for all the curves. (See Hering, A, 370, foot 
note.) 
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experiences of movement esercise a controlling influence onits 
perceptions. (For a fuller account of Listing's Law and the circles 
of direction, see Es. 123, and the Appendis at the end of this 
section.) 

d. Illusions of form in indirect vision Radial distances, as the 
diagram of c shows are more decidedly under-estimated than 
distances parallel to the margin of the field. This is easily shown 
by laying a large sheet of paper on the floor a strip tbee feet 
long and a foot wide answers well when the narronv side is next the 
observer and standing so that wien the eyes are directed horizon- 
tally forward, the paper will be seen at the lower edge of the field. 
When the eyes are turned from the horizon to the paper the latter 
noticeably increases in width (z. e., in a direction to ana from the 
observer) when the eyes are again directed to the horizon, it suSers 
a correspondingcontraction. Changes in the other direction are 
hardly noticeable. Dislms of paper (three to sis inches in diameter) 
svhen viewed in indirect vision appear as ellipses with their short 
a2res directed toward the fisation point. For the part of the field near 
the fisation point such illusions as thi# and those of a, b and c are 
so slight that they may be neglected. 

The whole field of vi#ion it#elf appears narrower than it really ise 
it actually cover# an e2rtent of nearly 180° and yet under favorable 
circumstances, a# when loosing at the dari field of the clo#ed eyes, 
or at the sky in the absence of all landmark#, the e2rtent may #eem 
not much over 90°. 

Helmholtz, A, F, 706-718, (551-561). Wundt, A, 3te Aufl., II, 112-114 * 4te Aull., II 
]28-130. Hering, A, 369 iT., 535 ff. 

159. Monocular perception of direction; direction# in the fleld 
of regard. The observation that the perceptions of the eye at rest 
are modified by those of the eye in motion} iB #till further confirmed 
by the similarity of other phenomena of the field of regard and the 
field of vision. 

a. Straight lines viewed with the eyes in secondary positions. 
E2rperiment with a #ingle eye and a long ruler held horizontally 
before an even wall #pace or other uniform background. Hold the 
flat #ide of the ruler toward the face and about a foot di#tant from 
st. Try fir#t with the ruler eight or ten inche# above the primary 
po#ition of the line of #ight (cf. Ex. 123), running the eye freely 
back and forth along the edge and ob#erve that the edge appear# 
curved upward, i. e., concave ielow. Try with the ruler depre#sed 
a #omewhat greater di#tance below the primary po#ition and 
ob#erve the contrary curvature. Try also with the ruler vertical 
and to the rightand left. Little advantage will re#ult from too 
extreme po#ition# of the ruler. The curvature to be observed i8 
not very great, but that it is due to the vi#ual apparatu# and nof to 
the raler i# ea#y to #how by turning the rule over, which would 
rever#e tie direction of curvature in the ruler, but not that of the 
curvature which depends on the eye. Change of position of the 
ruler from above to below the primary po#ition of the eye, on the 
contrary, rever#e# the direction of the curvature due to theeye 
but not a real curvature of the ruler. Compare the re#ult# here 
found with tho#e in Es. 1B8, a and b. 

The occa#ion of the illu#ion i# the rotation of the eye# when 
moved from point to point in #econdary po#ition#. (Cf. Es. 123 
and the Appendi2r at the end of thi# #ection.) When the eye i8 
kept fised on the end of the ruler, or moved #lowly, the rlller may 
seem #lightly tilted instead of curved. 

b. The apparent vertical. For the #ingle eye a true vertical 
appear# to incline a very little inward, i. e., to the left for the right 



eye and to the right for the left eye. Place on the Ileld of the cam- 
pimeter a large #heet of paper, and on it draw an exactly horizon- 
tal line at about the height of the eye when the ob#erver is in 
po#ition. E2ractly above the point of thi# line to which the line of 
sight is naturally directed, #et a tack and hang from it a black 
thread 60 cm. long with a weight at it# lower end. At a di#tance 
of 57.3 cm. from the tack draw a #econd horizontal line and pa#tew 
along below it a bit of miilimeter paper. Let the ob#erver take hisJ 
position and carefully push the weight to one #ide or the other (as 
may ea#ily be done with a needle mounted in a #hort handle of 
wood) until the thread seem# to be exactly vertical, and the angle# 
that it makes with the horizontal line e2ractly right angle# * then, 
let him hold the thread in place by sticking the needle into the 
wood and note the amount of the angle from the millimeter #cale- 
on which, if the dimension# above have been ob#erved, 5 mm. will 
correspond to 1°. In thi# experiment the eye may be moved up 
and down the thread as desired. 

Repeat the experiment, keeping the eye fixed in the primary 
po#ition. The amount of the inclination nece#sary has been found 
by Donder# to be decidedly variable even in the #ame ob#erver 
The attachment of the eye muscle# i# #uch that with elevation of 
the line# of #ight there i# a slight turning outward, and with 
depre##ion a slight turning inward. A line which the eye follows 
e2ractly in thi# upward and downward movement, i. e., a line 
inclined a little outward #eem# vertical. 

On a see Helmholtz, A, F, 699 (545) * Hering, A a36. On b see Helmholtz, A, F, 700 
ff. (S46 ff.); 716 f. (559 f.), Wundt, A, 3te Aufl., Ii 122 ii.; 4te Aufl., II, 140 ff. 

160. The tendency of the eye to follow line# and e#pecially con- 
toUr#. Thi# tendencyi# of importance in the #eeing of form, be- 
cau#e it result# in clear vi#ion of the object and becau#e it compli- 
cate# the whole matter by introducing kina#thetic factor#. It i# a 
habit, howelrer that i# not beyond con#cious control, and for that 
reason i# more aifficult to demon#trate by overt e2rperimentation than 
by casual observation. Any one that will take note of hi# own #eeing 
when pre#ented with object# with #trongly marked line#, will ea#ily 
find trace of the habit. In imagining geometrical figure#, also (for 
e2rample, an eighteen-inch hexagon drawn on the blackboard) 
something of the #ame tendency will often be found. The follow- 
ing e2rperiment aim# to give a laboratory mean# for making #uch 
ob#ervation#. 

Paste upon a piece of cardboard eight and one-eighth inche# long 
and four inche# wide, two four-inch #quare# of red paper in #uch a 
way as to cover all the card, e2rcept a white #tripe one-eighth of an 
inch wide between them; cover the whole with a sheet of #smi-trans- 
parent paper as for Meyer'# experiment (E2r. 142 c). F.samine the 
white #tripe for the effect# of contrast. After the examination has 
la#ted a few second#, #uddenly lay acros# the middle of the diagram 
a bit of wire si2r or eight inches long, appro2rimately at right 
angle# to the white stripe. If the e2rperiment #ucceed#, the white 
stripe will in#tantly show a #trong increa#e in the complementary 
color. Before the introduction of the wire, the eye is chiefly 
engaged in following up and down the white #tripe, and the con- 
tra#t efEect# are confined to tho#e of #imultaneou# contra#t. Wher 
the wire appear# the eye change# to it and move# back and forth 
along it once or {wice, and thu# bring# upon the white #tripe the 
more powerful effect# of #uccessive contrast.l 

IThis experiment originates with Waller (Joureal of Physiology, XII, 4, p. sliv) 
but is used by him for a totally different purpose. 
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GFEOBICAL ILLUSIONS. 
Besides the illusions just con#idered, there are a large number of 

other# that #how in greater or le#s degree the influence of eye 
motions in the formation of visual perceptions. It is very lilrely 
that many of them-even those that appear simple-are the 
re#ultant of many other experiences than those of ocular motion 
but in most of those that are to be given here, eye motions ate 
certainly an important factor. They fall into classes according to 
certain empirical principles and have been 80 grouped below, but 
merely for convenience and without any intention of prejudicing 
their explanation. Wypical e2ramples only are given, for the num- 
ber of variants of some of them is very large. 

In all of them the student will do well to turn the diagrams 
about and to view them from diiferent sides 80 as to separate the 
illusions that depend on position from those that are independent 
of it. In general, illusions are strengthened when the aflected 
lines are made oblique in the field, corresponding with the less 
frequency and certainty of eye movements in such directions. For 
the most careful study of these illusions they should be separated 
from one another, and from the influence of all extraneous lines 
e. g., drawn singly on good sized sheets of paper. 

161. Illusions in the perception of distances depending on their 
direction in the field of vision. 

Vertical distances are over-estimated in comparison with horizon- 
tal distances. Lay off by eye on a sheet of paper placed vertically 
before the face equal distances, up, down, right and left, from a 
central dot, marking the distances by dots as in A in the accom- 
panying diagram. Repeat several times and measure the distance# 
found. In the diagram all the vertical and horizontal distances 
are equal, and in all cases, e:2rcept in the circle, the vertical seems 
too long. 

A t s e 

A 

</ /\ ' 
12 X F 

In D the over-estimation of the height entails an ullder-esti- 
mation of the angles above and below, and an over-estimation of 
those at the right and thc left. The illusion is less in the line 
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figures and absent entirely in the circle, in Wundt's opinion (4te 
Aufl. II2 162), because in the case of these familiar flgllres, percen- 
tion iB lnfluenced by knowledge of the geometrical relations of the 
parts. (For quantltative studies see among others, Eundt, and 
Mdnsterberg 164 f., 176 ff.) A similar, though slight, difference iR 
often found between horizontal distances to the right and left 
when careful e2cperiments are made with the single eye. (For 
quantitative measurement# under various conditions, see Eundt, 
and M{insterbergw 160 ff.) 

Distances in the upper part of the field are over-estimated aa 
compared with those below them. This illusion may be tested 
actively as follows: Near the top of a strip of paper twelve or 
fifteen inches long and five or si2: wide, draw a horizontal line two 
inches long. Take this again as a standard and draw half an inch 
below it a second line of a length that seems equal to the first. 
Then cover the first line and taking the second as a standard, draw 
a third and so on, continuing this process till the strip is full. Then 
uncover and measure the flrst line and the last. Wlth this Wundt 
associates the B's and 8's which seem a little smaller at the top 
than at the bottom when in their usual position, but a good deal 
larger above when inverted: R 8 

For all of these illusions Sundt finds an explanation in the 
differences of effort required for turning the eye in different direc- 
tions (3te Aufl., II, 119 ff.; 4te Aufl., II, 137 ff.). The superior and 
inferior recti are relatively weaker than the external and internal 
muscles of the eye. Furthermore in elevating or depressing the 
eyes, the oblique muscles partly oppose the superior and inferior 
straight muscles, and so render a portion of the effort ineffective 
for purposes of motion. Why lines in the upper part of the field 
should seem longer than those lower down, is not specifically 
stated, but by implication it also is to be credited to muscular differ- 
ences. 

For references see those given at the end of Ex. 167. 

162. Illusions of interrupted extent. IntexTupted intervals 

. . . . . . . . . 

1 
<// 

fl C D 

£ o * o 

generally seem larger than free intervals. In the first two figures 
above, the interrupted extents seem larger than the free extents 
In thelast case, however, wheri3 the interrupted space has but a 
single dot in the middle, the principle suffers an exception. The 

8 
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figure showing the fllled angles #hould be regarded binocularls; 
monocular observation complicate# the eSect by introducing ths 
illusion of Es. 159, b. C and D are egual squares. 

Here as before Wundt'# explanatlon rests on variation in eye 
movements (3te Auil., II, 126 f.; 4te Au., II, 144 f.). In oassing 
over interrupted extents, the movement of the eye iB maae more 
difflcult by the #hort stage# into which its course tends to be 
broken, while it #weeps svith relative freedom over the empty 
spaces. The fact that a single interruption in the middle of a 
space has an opposite eSect, is explained by a tendency of the eye, 
when the middle of an extent i# marked, to take in the extent 
simultaneously by sation of the middle without motion. For 
other explanations #ee Helmholtz, A, F, 720 f. (663 f.). 

For references see those given at the end of Es 167. 

163. Illusion# aSecting the apparent size of angle#. 23mall 
angles are relatively over-estimated. The >re with filled anPles 
in Es. 162 above might be cla#sed under this principle as weii as 
under that of interrupted extent, but in other figures the effect of 
small angles is #een by it#elf. 

A B 

0b\W\\C 
C D E P a 

In A and B slight distortion# are found in the horizontal lines. 
In C the circle is flattened at the corners of the #quare and the 
sides of the latter are bent inward. In D also, the distorting 
eSects of the cross lines are unmistakable. in E the oblique line 
on the left is the real continuation of the lower line at the right, not 
of the upper as appears to be the case. This illusion i8 
strengthened by viewing it from a distance, t. e., by reducing the 
size of its retinal image. In F it is shown that the presence of an 
actual oblong is not essential to the illusion, though here, as else- 
where the place of actual line# may be supplied more or less con- 
sciously by imapuaryones, or by the lines of other figures, the 
edges of the page or any other prominent lines in the field. In a, 
however, the explanation by the over-estimation of small angles 
completely fails, for the eSect is the same in lrind as in C, when 
the reverse was to be expected. 

The over-estimation of acute angles Wundt refers also to eye 
movements (4te Aufl., II, 146). In figure A above, for example, 
as the eye follows the horizontal line toward its intersection with 
the oblique lines, it suSers an increasing attraction as it were, 
toward the oblique line nearest it, and from this resul;s the wrong 
conception of its route. The fifth figure according to Wundt 
involves several illusions. The figure is estimated too large 
in the direction of its prominent (vertical) lines, and in this the 
habitual over-estimation of verticals helps. When the latter i8 



excluded by turning the figure on its side, the illusion that remains 
is to be explained partly by the over-estimation in the direction 
of the prominent lines and partly by over-estimation of the small 
angles. In e2rplanation of the ilrst three figures, Eelmholtz again 
cites his principle "according to which acute angles, being small 
magnitudes clearly limited, seem in general relatively toolarge, 
when we compare them with undivided obtuse or right angles," 
but believes that this principle yields in importanee to ocular 
movements, if indeed, it does not itself depend on such movements 
(F, 724, 726 726, 727 (566, 667, 668)). C:f. illusions depending on 
motions of tie eyes, i2r. 168. In the fifth figure he thinks move- 
ment is less important, and that ilTadiation may co-operate (F, 723, 
(665)). The over-estimation of small angles is rejected as a prin- 
ciple of e2rplanation by Lipps. 

For references see those given at the end of E2r. 167. 

164. Zollner's figure. In principle this much discussed figure is 
the same as those of E2r. 163. 

I ^|rX X 
||tl1 [l 

1||tIX | 
The oblique cross lines, making small angles with the verticals, 

cause an apparent dislocation of them in the same direction that 
they would be dislocated if the acute angle were enlarged. The 
greater eSect in this figure would then be due to the multiplication 
of the small angles. For a partially concurrent e2rplanation see 
Ex. 168- for divergent e2rplanations see among others, Hering 
Eundt, tippB. The strength of the illusion depends on the angle of 
the oblique lines. For himself Zollner found it greatest at about 30° 
The short cross lines themselves show the illusion of E in Es. 163; 
the right and left portions seeming not to be continuous. 

An interesting case in which Zollner's figure iB present, though 
masked, iB that of the superposed segments of a ring. In A and B 
below, the upper one, in each case seems smaller, though all are 
of preciselythe same size. Muller-tyer recognizes this as a case 
of the Zollner's figure and suggests a transition to it by such 
figures as E, Fand G. Wundt denies this e2rplanation (4te Au., 
II, 161-152), asserting that if this were the case, the effect ought to 
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be the reverse, i. e., the upper segment should seem larger, and 
gives H in which the upper curves seem a little larger in proof, but 
he evidently has only considered the curves and not the 
straight line at the ends of the segments. His own e2r- 
planation which traces the illusion to association with cases in 
which the segments are referred to the same centre iB clearly im- 
perfect, for it does not fit the cases of the triangles and trapezoids 
C and D above, where the illusion though weakened iB Btill preBent. 
The fact may be that the ring segments involve co-operating illu- 
sions depending on both principles, while the straight line fEgures 
involve only one. The illusion iB even more striking nvhen the 
segments are cut out of cardboard, and can be shifted about and 
actually superposed. 

For references see those given at the end of Es. 167. 

166. Illusions affecting the length of lines in the presence of 
other lines and angles. In A and B the sides of the larger angle seem 
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longer thanthose of the smaller angle. Try with the diagram in different positions to avoid the tendency to over-estimate vertical distances noticed in Es. 161 above. In e the central vertical lines are of equal length but that in the longer figure appears distinctly longer. In D and i the same is true, though the illusion is some- what weakened. 
A number of e2rplanations for these illusions have been advanced, no one of which appears so e2rclusively right as to exclude the rest. (1) It has been held that figure e is only a development of A and B and that the angles modify the apparent length of their enelosing lines (Muller-Lyer, Jastrow). (2) It has been suggested that we unconsciously take into account the spaces adjacent to the lines to be compared; e. g., the trapezoidal spaces a b ef and h i k I inclosed by the outwardly and inwardly inclined arms in the typical figure (Muller-Lyer and Auerbach). (3) Another writer considers that the tendency to over-estimate small angles and under-estimate large ones causes an illusory rotation of the short arms about their middle points and thus a lengthening of the cen- tral line in one case and a shoriening in the other. If, for e2rample a b and ef, were rotated in the sense required by this illusion abou; d and d, their ends b and e would be brought farther apart. Similarly, but with opposite effect, if gh and kl were rotated about 
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their middle points (Brentano). (4) Others have thought that the eye in monng along the central lines tends to follow out upon the short lines when they are outwardly directed, and to stop short of the end of the central line when they are inwardly directed (Del- besuf, Wundt, 4te Au., II, 149 f.), and in a way Lipps.l This es- planation is supported as against (3) by the persistence of the illu- sion in such figures as D and E, where there are no actual small angles. In E, however, they may well be imagined. (6) It has been held again that these figures are in reality like D, E, F and a, E2r. 167, and that we do not really estimate the distance from the ape2: of the short lines, but from the centre of one group of lines to the centre of the other, from the centre of group a b b c to the centre of the group fe eg} each perhaps being regarded as a triangle with an imaginary slde (Brunot). The skillful observer will very likely find several of these tendencies appearingin his own study of the figure, and the e2rplanations are not totally e2rclu- sive of one another. If the over-estimation of small angles depends as Helmholtz thinks is possible (F, 730, (571)) on eye-movements, the third and fourth e2rplanations might find a common ground. Perhaps, also, the tendency to estimate the distances from the middle of the short line groups, has its effect by influencing the movement, as might also the tendency to take into account the adjacent areas, though less obviously. In any case, the motor factor is an important one. 
166. Illusions showing the effect of adjacent e2rtents.2 In cases A, B, C, D and E the e2rtent of the middle quadrilateral, angle or line seems smaller when it lies between large e2rtents than when it lies between small e2rtents. Mbller-Lyer seems to hold that the observer first compares the e2rtents in question with their 8ur roundings and then with each other.3 

a b c d e f g h This process might be e2rpressed schematica]ly somewhat as follows: 
bc in comparison with aD or cd is small. fg7 " " " ef or gh is large. bc '* " " ,/9 is small. In a similar way the sides and bases of parallelograms are said to be mutually affected and even parallel lines seem nearer together or further apart as tley are long or short. In this case, which iB 

the only one noticed by him, Wundt (4te Au., II, 146-147) e2r- plains the illusion by the strong tendency to move the eyes length- wise along the long parallels, which results in an under-estimation of the figure in a vertical direction. In figure M, the squares are distorted horizontally and vertically by the inscribed ellipses. In N, however, the circles are distorted, if at all, in an opposite 
lLipps in his explanations makes use of many picturesque e2rpressions with reter- 
ence to these ilgures and their parts such, as, liveliness, inner activity, upward- 
striving (lebendtgteit. innere RegsamJzit, Emporstrebens), thus seeming to attribute 
ditterent effects to " forces " inherent in the ilgures, and for this he is criticised by 
Wundt. It seems probable to the writer, however, that i! he had undertaken an 
analysis of the " forces " that he tnds, he could hardly have avoided agreement with 
the eye-movement party. Indeed in his (ndthatsachen des Seelenlebens, p. 527, he 
makes use oteye-movements to e2rplain illusions of the Z6llner type, though he 
regards them in the last analysis as psychic and not sensory {llusions. 
2To these illusions, MUller-Lyergives the name of Illusion of Confluxlon (Co"- 
Jlud onstauschunven). SMsIer-Lyer 2Sb-2fS7- 
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direction. In M we have a case of the influence of adjacent lines; 
in N, however, this eSect is overcomc by the greater power of the 
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llluslon of Ex. 1B3, which here aBects the diverging lines of the 
circle and ellipse. It seems possible also that we may have here at the points where the circles and ellipses are nearest together a 
compressing effect like that in the concentric circles in E2:. 1B7. 

When the circumference of a circle is interrupted the remaining arcs seem too flat to belong to a circle of such raaius; 80 also, a 
semi-circle seems like an arc of a greater circle of less than 1800 
e2rtent. Closing it by drawing the diameter makes it seem smaller. af. Figs. G, H, I and J. 

This illusion Muller-Lyer connects with that noticed in Ex. 1BS 
making a transition through flgures g and L, the middle line being curved instead of straight. The short straight lines tend to lengthen and flatten one arc and shorten and bend the other. If short arcs of the same radius as the central ones be substituted for the short 
straight lines, and then be rotated till they form a continuation of the middle arcs, they might still be expected toproduce their 
usual eSect, from which would result the generalizatlon that every Fortion of a circular arc influences the form of every other portion n the direction of contraction in the complete circle and larze arcs, and of expansion in the case of arcs less than 180°. Wundt a180, refers the case of the semi-circles to the same general prin- ciple as that of Es. 165 (though his principle is somewhat different from Muller-Lyer's), but believes that the small arcs in G and Hseem flat, because the movement of the eye in following them is not very 
remote from that for following a straight line (4te Aufl., II, 149 f., 

When one side of a quadrilateral flgure is removed, the flmre seems too long in the direction toward the side removed and too short in the other direction. In flgure F the three-sided squares seem too long in a horizontal direction, too short vertically. The 
reverse is the case with the space between them which is also a 
square of equal size. 

The explanation given by Muller-Lyer for this illusion is double. The open-sided square seems too long in the direction of the open 
side, because a certain portion of the free space is included in the 
estimate, and then it seems too narrow because it seems too tall. 167. Some unclassified geometrical illusions. An interesting figure from Laska is given as A below. The sides of the angle are 
equal, but are made to seem unequal by the setting of dots at un- equal distances from them. 

In B and C is sho wn an illusion from Delbouf . The inner 
circle in B and the outer one in C are the same size, but that in B looks larger and that in C smaller. 

In Delboeuf's opinion the illusion depends on the interference c)f the extra cireles with tie measurement of the diameter by the eye. In C the inner circle holds the eyc back, as it were, and in B thc 
outer circle draws it on. Wundt's explanation (4te Aufl., II, 146- 147), is here, as in the case of the parallel linesalready mentioned 
the under- estimation of distances in directions opposed to thc chief tendency to movement. In this case the eyes tend to follow the parallel circumferences which causes under-estimation of the distance between them, making the larger seem too small and the 
smaller too large. If this tendency to movement is opposed by a fisation mark in the middle, he finds that the illusion disappears, as in the case of the space broken by a single central dot in Ex. 1B2. In D and E is shown another striking illusion, again from Del- bouf. The distance between the adjacent edges of the left hand pair of circles is the same as that between the remote edges of the rlght ind pair, though thc latter looks considerably less. The tendency 
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apparently is to estimate the distance not between the points men- 
tioned, but between the centres of the circles in each case. In F 
and G where the heavy lines interfere with this tendency, the 
illusion is a little weakened. For these figures, Delbouf's explan- 
ation is like that for B and C above; in E and G the eye is res- 
trainedt in D and F it is drawn onward. 

In ff ls shown an illusion from Mellinghoff. The three dots in the 
free space between the parallel pairs seem a little above the level 
of the lower lines of the parallel, though they are not actually so. 
The upper lines of the parallel pairs, according to Wundt (4te Aufl., 
II, 146), attract the ey-e as it is swept across the figure, toward a 
position intermediate between the upper and the lower lines, and 
to this position the dots are assigned. 

In the parallel columns below is shown another illusion of com- 
mon experience with printers: 

e2ractlg the sa°mCe°lSuizmens Ohe thYipe is of Here the lines are "leaded," i. e., have 
however. it is set 4;solid and looks greater space between them. Is it not 
smaller than on the other. According possible that the illusion is based on 

tecause the eye passes over the same g g 
number of letters in a shorter course. case and blackness in the other ? 

For a collection and discussion of a number of other illusions 
some similar to those of preceding experiments and some different, 
see Lipps, A and B. 

On the Geometrical Illusions in general see Wundt, A, 3te Aufl., II, 115-132, and 
te Aull., II, 137-158. Helsholtz, 21, F, 720-733 (.563-.a73). 

// o\ oo 
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On E2r 161: Kundt, M{insterberg, 164 f. 175 2. Wundt, A, 3te Aufl., II, 119 ir.; ite 
Aufl., II, 137 A. Helmholtz, A, F, ff97 (S44;. 

On E2r. 162: Wundt, A. 3te Aufl., II, 124 f.; 4te Aufl., II, 142 r. Helmholts, A, F, 
720 f. (Sd3 f.). Kno2r. Watanabe. 

OnE2r.163: Wundt,3teAufl.,II, 125 it.; 4te Aufl., II, 145it. IIelmholts, A, E, 
722 A. (564 2.). Lipps. B, 2ff9, 291. Jastrow, B. Dresslar. 

On E2: 164: Helmholtz, A, F, 722-725 (5ff4-568). Wundt, 3te Aufl., II, 125 2.; 4te 
Aufl., II, 144 . Z6llner, A and B. Lipps, B, 267 2. Jastrow, A, and the literature 
cited by him. 

On E2r. 165: M{iller-Lyer. Jastrow, A. Brentano. Lipps, A. DelbceuS, C. Wundt, 
X, 4te Aufl., II, 149 f. Brunot. 

On E2r. 166: M{iller- Lyer. Wundt, A, 4te Aufl. , II, 149 f. , 151 r. 
On E2r. 167: L&ska. DelbceuS, A and B. Wundt, A, 4te Aufl., II, 146, 14T, til). 

Brunot. 

168. Illusions depending directly on movements of the eye. 
a. Move a pin head along the imaginary line C D in the figllre 

below, keeping the eye constantly fi2red on the pin head as it moves. 
The line A B will seem to move downward and to the left as the 
pin head goes from D to C, and upward and to the right as it goes 
from C to D. E3teady flwation of the pin head is essential * a mod- 
erate rate of movement, which can be found by a few trials, gives the 
best result. The right and left movement of A B may be increased 
by moving the pin head in a line more nearly horizontal than C D. 
In this case movement of the image of A B on the retina is inter- 
preted as movement of the line instead of the eye. For the fuller 
consideration of such cases see experiments on the perception of 
motion to follow. 

C 

A * * - B 

D 
b. An illusion aiTecting the direction of a line is to be observed 

when a compass point is made to draw an imaginary arc, cutting 
the line ef as the dotted arc q h i doesin the flgure below. As the 
point advances from g to h the line appears to take a position like 
that of etf'; as the point traverses the region about h there is a 
sudden change, the llne inclining now in the direction of ett ft. AB 
before, constant fisation of the moving point is essential. 

h 
1t e -; f S 

, u 

q i 
c. 23omething resembling a above is to be observed when the 

eye fo]lows the movement of a pin head moved to and fro across 
the Zollner flgure in E2r. 164. As the pin goes from left to right the 
first, third, fifth and seventh black bands move downward, the 
second, fourth and sisth move upward. When the pin goes from 
right to left, the movement of the bands is reversed. The apparent 
inclination of the bands is also increased by the movement and the 
ordinary illusion intensifled. The upward moving bands incline 
toward the side from which the pin starts, the downward moving 
incline in the opposite way. Moving the pin in a line narallel to 
the bands, decreases or aboBBhes the ordinary illusion. The illusion 
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of motion in the bands i8 evidently suggested by an illusory move- ment of the short oblique lines induced by the moving pin head in exactlY the same way as the movement of the line A B in a above. tonstancy of fisation is important here as before; some 
observers may find this ea#ier to accompli#h if the pin is held still and the diagram moved behind it. A certain moderate rate of movement which may ea#ily be found by trial i# be#t. The writer 
Snd# #ome help from bringing the diagram rathernear the eye, i. e., 
within #iX or eight inche#. 

The apparent movement #O #trongly pre#ent in thi# experiment 
i# regarded by Helmholtz a# the key to the explanation of the Zollner and #imilar illu#ion#. That #uch an illusory motion might be a factor i# #trOIlgly #Ugge#ted by the "un#teadine#s" of the figure on ca#ual e2ramination. (See al#o d below). 

d. Near the edge of the table drive a couple of #mall nail# about two feet apart and lay a #heet of paper between them. On the paper and again#t the nail# on the #ide away from the edge of the 
table lay a meter-#tick or other long ruler. Take a pair of com- pa##es of large #pan, #ay a foot; #et one point close to the rule at one side and bring the other point down to the rule about the middle of the paper. Short arc# drawn with the compa##e# in thia 
po#ition would not differ much from perpendicular# to the rule. Bring the compas# point to a divi#ion of the #cale, fisate the 
divi#ion mark and then move the compa## point away, and slide the rule to the right or left at the #ame in#tant, following the divi#ion mark with the eye. ihe movement in each ca#e #hould be 
three or fourinches. If the rule ha# moved to the right and the ¢ompa## point away from it, the imaginary line traced by the latter 
will #eem a good deal curved and inclined to the left. If the rule has moved to the left, the line will appear nearly #traight and inclined to the right. If the compa## point approache# the rule in#tead of leaving it at the in#tant of movement, the re#ult# will be rever#ed, 
movement of the rule to the right giving inclination# to the right and toward the left inclination# to the left. The movement mu#; not be so fa#t a# to prevent clear #eeing of the relation of the rule and compa## point. Invariable fization of the divi#ion of the rule 
i# important. 

When thi# experiment i# compared with c above, it will be ob#erved that the inclination in thi# ca#e i# the #ame a# that of the bands in Zollner'# figure when the pin i# moved over them. The 
movement of the eye in following the pin head corre#pond# to that 
of the eye in following the rule. The heavy dark band# corre#pond to the imaginary line drawn by the compa## point. The illu#ion of Zollner'# figure would, therefore, depend on the apparent motion of the band#? which in turn depend# on the movement of the eye#. The di#locatlon of the lines in the case of the Z6llner'# figure i# however, con#iderably le## than in that of the rule and compas#es, for such an exce##ive di#location would make the line# appear to cros#, a #tate of thing# that could not be harmonized with other parts of the perception.l 

lIelmholtz, A, F, 727-730 (568-571). 

sHelmholtz thus seems to give two explanations ior the same illusion. In explan- ation oi this, he says (F', 730, (571)): "It may be iound surprising that I should derive the same illusion irom two ¢auses so diiterent in appearance. But i! it is re¢alled that in my opinion the knowledge oi the measurements oi the visual Seld in indire¢t vision, rests upon experien¢e previously had by the aid oi movements, and that the presentmovements oi regard are ac¢ompanied by similar new impressions, it is seen that the two ¢ases are not so different as they may seem in exposition * they do not differ, except as the memory and present aspect oi similar circumstances." 
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IB9. The geometrical illusions newed with unmored eyes. Zfany 
of the illusions considered above are much wealrened, and some 
entirely removed when eye movement# are excluded. ThiB ma;y 
be done by wation of the eyes, #omewhat better by getting the 
flgures as after-images, and most sati#factorily of allby in#tan- 
taneou# illumination. Try the eBect of steady flwation on the 

6B of Es. 163-1S. 
The after-image method may be tried on the Z6llner's figure 

(rst figure under Es. 1B4), which can be made to give a strong 
after-image as it #tands, and on any of the other flgures by cutting 
them in narrow #lits in black cardboard, and then viewing them 
against a bright background. 

The fact that many of these illusion# are still pre#ent in a cer- 
tain degree when movements of the eye# are excluded, doe# not 
demonstrate that any part of them i# of non-motor origin. 03ays 
Wundt (4te Aufl. II, 139): "If a phenomenon i# perceived with 
the moved eye oniy, undoubtedly the intluence of movement upon it 
i# proved * but it cannot be inferred in the other way, a8 is nour 
and then Jlone, that movement is without influence on a phenome- 
non, that persists [wth the eye] at rest." As has already been 
shown in Ex. 158, the e2rperiences of the eye in motion are retained 
and applied to its perceptions when at re#t. 

Helmholtz, A, F, 725 U. (567 fT.). 
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APPENDIX. 
THE EEELD OF REGSARD AND LISTHGES LAW. 

Experiment 158 of this section requires a somewhat fuller under- 
standing of Listing's Law than can be gathered from E2r. 123, where 
the subject was previously treated. It has, therefore, seemed best 
to attempt a fuller exposition of it here. 

Listing's Law as stated by Helmholtz, is as follows: "When the 
line of sight passeefrom the primary position to any other position, the 
anqle of torsion of the eye in its second position %8 the same as if the eye 
hal conwe to this second pos?tion by turning about a fixed ans per- 
pendioular both to theflrst and the secondposition of the line of sight." 
On this principle rest two important corollaries: 1st. Ill move- 
ments from the primary position, there will be no rotation about 
the line of regard. 2nd. In movements from one secondary position 
to another, there will be some rotation about the line of regard. 

17we Elemispherical Field of Regard. 
The usual way of putting the law to experimental test is to get a 

strong after-image of a rectangular cross on the centre of the eye, 
and then to observe the changes that its projected image under- 
goes as the eye is turned to one point and another of its field of 
regard. In the model from which the accompanying stereoscopic 
diagram is taken, an attempt has been made to show the changea 

'Helmholtz! Optique physiologique, p. 606, (466); Le Conte, Sight, 174. 
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that such an after-image would undergo when projected upon 
diBerent parts of the hemispherical fleld. The primary meridian of 
this field is A * B,' and other meridians are shown at intervals of 
20°. The equator of the fleld (that i8 the line of intersection of the 
plane of regard with the hemlspherical field of regard, when the 
eyes are in the primary position) is Cd * D, and above and below it 
are shown parallels at intervals as before of 20°. The eye itself is 
supposed to be at the centre of the sphere, i. e., in the plane of the 
letters A, K, G, N, etc., and at the centre of the circle that they 
mark. When the eye is in its primary position, it iB directed for- 
ward and fi2red upon the central eight-rayed cross. Let us suppose 
that the eye takes a lasting after-image from the cross, but first 
from the horizontal anO vertical rays only. If, now, the point of 
regard is elevated or depressed in the primary meridian, and there 
is no rotation about the line of regard, the vertical bar of the after- 
image cross will still be found to lie in the meridian * and if the 
point of regard be carried to the right or left in the equator of the 
field, the horizontal bar will still lie in the equator. This is shown 
by the slender crosses 40° from the centre on A * B and Cd * D. 
The a2res about which the eye turns are evidently in the plane of 
the letters A, E, Gl N, etc., and coincide in the first case with the 
diameter Cd D, and ln the second with the diameter A B. Suppose 
now, that the after-image has been taken from the oblique bars of 
the central cross, and that the movement of the eye has been 
oblique to the right and upward, and to the left and downward alonz 
H * G, and to the left and upward, and to the right and downwara 
along E * X, but without rotation about the line of regard. As 
before those bars of the cross which originally coincided with 
these lines will be found to coincide with them after the move- 
ment, as shown by the corresponding bars of the slender crosses 
in these positions. The axis for movements in G * Hlies in the 
diameter E X, and that for movements in E * F in the diameter 
a . For any intermediate directions of movement, the a2res 
would have a corresponding intermediate position, but in all cases 
the a2res would lie in the plane of the letters A, K, G, N, etc., 
perpendicular to the line of regard, both before and after its move- 
ment. 

Since these after-images are always projected on a hemispherical 
surface there is no distortion of any of the crosses, and all of their 
parts maintain e2ractly the relations among themselves which 
e2rist among those of the central cross. It will be observed, how- 
ever, that in the oblique positions the bars corresponding to the 
vertical of the central cross, do not quite coincide with the merid- 
ian passing through the centre of the crosses, but make a small angle 
with it, and that in the same way the bars corresponding to the 
horizontal in the central cross have no longer the same direction 
as the parallels above and below them. In other words the vertical 
and horizontal bars appear to have rotated, though the fact that 
the oblique bars have maintained their coincidence with the circles 
E * F, and G * H shows that the rotation is not real, but as Le Conte 
saysX "only an apparent rotation consequent upon reference to a 
new rertical meridian of space." This apparent rotation is known 
as torsion. The rules for this torsion are as follows: Movement of 
the eyes upward and to the right gives torsion to the right; 
upward and to the left, torsion to the left; downward and to the 
right, torsion to the left; downward and to the left, torsion to the 

lIn naming the curves of the hemispherical field, the asterisk (^) is used for the 
central cross instead of a letter. 
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KghWall of which can easily be observed in the stereoscopia 
figure. 

So much forrllovements from the primary to a secondary posi- 
tion. Movements from any secondary position to the primary are 
evidently executed about the same ases as before, but in the con- 
trary direction. It remains then to consider movements from one 
secondary position to another. Let us start with an after-image 
from the slender cross on CZ * D, 40° to the right of the centre, and 
move upward along the meridian. The vertical bar of this cross 
coincides with the meridian at the start; when we reach the posi- 
tion of the eight-rayed cross, however, it no longer does so, but has 
turned slightly to the right-this time owing to a true rotation 
about the line of regardt and not to reference to a new meridian. 
The amount of rotation ls small, in this case about 13°. Movement 
downward along the meridian would have exactly the same result 
except that the rotation would be in the opposite direction, ana 
similar rotations would be found if the cross 40° to left of the cen- 
tre on C * D had been used for vertical movements, or the crosses 
400 above and below the centre on A * B had been used for horizon- 
tal movement along great circles. 

If movements from secondary positions along great circles are 
attended with this deviation of the bar of the cross from 
the line in which it moves, are there any lines to be found along 
which the eye may move the after-image without finding such a 
deviation? There are such lines, and four of them are shown in 
the flgure. They are the arcs I J, KL, MNand 0 I. It will be 
seen that these are drawn through the sloping positions of the bars 
correBponding to the vertical and horizontal bars of the central 
cross, and are perpendicular to A * B and C * D like the bars of the 
side crosses. Along these lines, a short line or after-image 
can be moved without leaving the line, a peculiarity in which they 
resemble a straight line, and when seen with the eye at rest under 
proper conditions they do actually appear straight. These are the 
Circles of Direction or Right Circles, (Cercles de Direction, Richt- 
kreise) of Helmholtz.l The verticle circles of direction have, it will 
be observed, somewhat greater curvature than the meridians 
through the same points, and the horizontal circles of direction 
somewhat less than the parallels near which they lie. These cir- 
cles have the further peculiarity that they all pass through the 
occipital pznt, a point as far behind the eye as the primary point 
of regard is in front of it. Both of these properties are shared also 
by all the great circles passing through the primary point of regard 
BO that they also are circles of direction. Circles of this kind 
great or small as the case may be, can be passed through any two 
points in the fleld, and are not limited to those shown in the figure. 

Themathematical study of Listing's Law shows that the move- 
ment from one secondary position to another may, like those from 
the primary position, be conceived as rotations about fised axes all 
of which lie in a plane, (though in this case the plane is not per- 
pendicular to the line of regard), and that in every case there is also 
a line about which there is no rotation, the atroptc ltne, though 
this does not coincide with the line of regard. 

The Plane Fteld of Regard. 

The experimental testing of Listing's Law is generally carried 
out with the plane, instead of the hemispherical, field of regard, 

lOp. $., 63B-637. 7(B-7131 (492-038 W-W-) 
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becausc of the difficulty of ?roviding a larg9 cnough hollow hemi- 
Bpherc. But this has thc dlsadvantage of adding to thc changcs in 
thc aftcr-imagc duc to thc movements of thc eyes, a wholly new 
set of distortions duc to the projection of the image uPon an oblique 
surface. These are easily seen in the figure for the paane field. 

This figure is a gnomonic projection of the hemispherical Eeld 
upon a pIanc tanzent to it at the middle point of the central cross 
On this plane all the lines of the hemispherical field are repre 
sented exactly as their shadows would be cast by a point of light in 
the place of the eye, i. e., in the centre of the sphere. The merid- 
ians are reprcsented by vertical straight lines, wider and wider 
apart as they are removed from the primary meridian A B 
the parallels become hyperbolas, increasing in curvature as 
they are more distant from the equator of the field. The 
great circles through the primary point of regard are3 straight! 
lines through the same point. The other circles of direction are 
hyperbolas. They maintain their resemblance to straight lines 
however, in BO far as concerns a short linear after-image moved 
along them, and are called by Helmholtz the right-lirbes of the field 
of regard. The lettering of all the lines in the two figures is the 
8ame, BO that comparison will be easy. 

The distortion of the crosses on A B and (7 D iB easy to under- 
stand, and also the oblique bars of those on E P and G B. The bara 
corresponding to the vertical and horizontal arms of the central 
cross-in solid black in the flgure-require a little expla- 
nation. If the matter were one of simple projection, without 
torsion, the bar corresponding to the vertical ought to coincide with 
the projection of the meridian, and that corresponding to the 
horizontal bar ought to coincide with the projection of the line 
cutting the meridian at right angles in the hemispherical field, 
i. e., the projection of the parallel that passes through the centre 
of the cross-the dotted lines in the figure. When these things are 
regarded it is found that both arms of the cross show torsion a8 in 
the hemispherical field, though the distortion due to projection 
seems at first to have turned the two arms in opposite directions. 

This exposition has necessarily been physiological and geo- 
metrical. The psychological interest in the matter depends on the 
fact that the perception of space with the eye at rest is profoundly 
aSected by its experiences in motion, a large group of which are 
received while the eye is functioning in more or less accord with 
Listing's Law. For a fuller account of these psychological mattersS 
see Ex. 158. 
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